Direct2inmate
A secure platform for prisoners to access rehabilitation information
and services

200,000
USERS

150

FACILITIES

20,000
DEVICES

4

LANGUAGES

Direct2inmate provides prisoners with access to technology, moving administration
responsibility from staff to prisoners. This improves operational efficiency and reduces staff
workload to enable them to focus on security and rehabilitation programmes.

Our Solution
Prisoner Self
Improvement

Flexible and Scalable
Solution

Staff Resource
Management

Enhances communication
with family, friends and legal
contacts

Deployed on multiple devices
including tablets, PCs, TVs
and kiosks

Digitises paper processes
and provides a clear audit
trail

Provides access to
education, employment and
accommodation information

Secure lockdown of software
deployed locally and
centrally

Provides central
administrative control over
system usage

Provides access to in-prison
services and entertainment

Our enterprise solution
supports multi-site rollout

Supports integration from
3rd party applications and
systems

Applications
Direct2inmate is a modular system that provides prisoners access to a range
of applications including:

Shop

Requests and E-forms

Allows prisoners to order
canteen items electronically. It
links to their bank account to
ensure available funds for
purchases

Prisoners can submit and
receive responses to electronic
requests, applications,
complaints and e-forms

Education

Messaging

Provides prisoners the
opportunity to increase their
education and employability
skills whilst in prison

Prisoners can communicate
with family and friends, and
external organisations in a
secure and controlled way

Therapeutic Services

Calendar

Prisoners can access self-help
applications for managing
addiction and mental health

Prisoners can view their week
and month ahead and see
when they have appointments

Money Management

Entertainment

Prisoners can monitor their
finances and develop basic
money management skills

Prisoners can access music,
videos and books to use within
correctional facilities through
personal media devices

Internet Access

Meals

Prisoners can access
white-listed webpages and
offline webpages which are
chosen as appropriate by the
facility

Prisoners can choose a meal
for each day of the week as
required
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